
� As of July 28th 2014, the IU is using Barracuda 
for email archiving.

� Older messages will need to be accessed 
through Lightspeed,

� Shortcuts for both systems are on the IU 
website under Staff > Welcome.



� Use the same credentials you use to login into 
your IU6 webmail.

� When your computer password changes, this

password 
will 
change 
to match 
it.



� This is the “home page” of the Archive



� Displays all the email sent TO you or FROM you



� Simply click on a message to view it



� You can retrieve the highlighted email using 
the Resend to Me button



� Below is an example of what a retrieve message 
looks like once it arrives in your email.

� Note that the subject line has been modified so 
that you can tell it was retrieve from the Archive.



� Back in the archiver, we can use the search box 
to help us find what we are looking for.

� In the example below I entered “sarah” then 
clicked the Search button.



� The system displays every email containing 
Sarah

� Searches messages sent TO Sarah

� Search messages sent FROM Sarah

� Searches within the body of an email message

� Searches within attached documents



� The results of my basic search for Sarah



� The system can also conduct more 
complicated searches by using the Advanced
search function.



� As you can see, there are more options 
available with the advanced search enabled.



� The second drop 
down menu 
allows searching 
on numerous 
different areas.



� The third drop down menu lets you specify if 
what you chose in the previous drop down 
should be included in the search or not.



� You can use multiple conditions in order to 
help you find what you are looking for.

� Use the + button to add a search criteria

� Use the – button to remove a search criteria



� In the example below I was looking for an 
email attachment from Connie. 



� I was able to apply two search criteria to 
better tell the Archiver what I was looking for
◦ The first search condition states that I want to see 
emails from connie

◦ The second search condition states that the 
message must have an attachment



� Any questions or concerns about the email 
archiver should be emailed to tech@riu6.org


